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RECEIVED 
One-man theft operation 
on campus got busted 
By Eva Boyer 
Staff Writer 
The Chicago Police arrested Frederick Collins, 
36, in Columbia's Wabash building Monday, Dec. 
8, charging him with theft, criminal trespass and 
disorderly conduct. 
The arrest came after a mounting number of 
thefts reported in the recent months at the college. 
In mid-November, The School of the Art Institute 
provided Columbia's security department with a 
picture of a man suspected to be involved in thefts 
that occurred on thefr campus as well as at DePaul 
University. 
As a result, security alert flyers picturing the 
suspect were posted throughout the campus build-
ings warning students, faculty and staff to notifY 
security immediately if be was seen in campus 
buildings. 
According to the Director of Campus Security, 
Jose Gallegos, two separate calls were made to 
security by unidentified people on the 12th floor 
of the 600 S. Michigan Ave. building in the late 
afternoon on Monday. 
They reported seeing a man fitting the descrip-
tion of the person shown in the flyer, roaming the 
floor and asking a lot of questions. After the sec-
ond call, Gallegos and officers Ron Dorsey and 
Loretta Simms were dispatched to the scene 
where they perforrned a sweep of the 12th floor, 
but turned up nothing. 
They continued searching for Collins through-
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out the entire building until they found him on the 
first floor lobby. 
After apprehending Collins, security detained 
him for questioning and searched the bag he was 
carrying. It contained a cellular phone and a beep-
er. According to Gallegos, Collins claimed the 
items belonged to him and he was on campus 
looking for a job. 
About 15 minutes later, Sabrina Alexander, 
Columbia's graduate student and work -aid, called 
security to notifY them that her beeper and cellu-
lar phone had been stolen from her book bag_ in 
the associate dean 's office on the fifth floor. 
Security called her to view the property. 
Alexander immediately identified it as her own. 
"Then they handcuffed him [Collins]. I could-
n't believe what I was seeing," said Alexander. 
"They did a remarkable job. Officer Simms is to 
be commended." 
Collins was escorted to the security office in 
the Wabash building, where the Chicago Police 
placed Collins under arrest and removed him from 
the campus, detaining him at the I st District 
Police Station on lith Street for norrnal process-
ing. 
A court date is set for Jan. 22, 1998, at 9 a.m. 
Gallegos will be in attendance to testifY. He 
remains confident that justice will be served. "He 
[Collins] will be banned from the college, there is 
no doubt about it, " said Gallegos. "If he shows 
up, he will be arrested." 
A pedestrian on Michigan Avenue struggles with gusting winds 
and freezing rain on Thursday, Jan. 8 
Turning tables: From torment to triumph 
By Tanisha Allen 
Staff Writer 
Nyiaolia SaVad, 45, started life 
off in rotten soil. Nyiaolia suffered 
heinous abuse at the hands of her 
own stepfather. Baths in Ajax and 
Comet failed to cleanse her internal 
feelings of filth, Nyiaolia felt she 
had no other choice but to run away. 
After repeated runaway attempts 
she found herself in a never-ending 
road of wrongdoing until this down-
ward spiral finally led to a drug traf-
ficking conviction and a sentence of 
three years in prison with two years 
probation. 
On the day Nyiaolia was released 
from prison, she decided that she 
had hit rock bottom and it was final-
ly time for a change. 
"I just knew when I got out there 
was going to be a positive life wait-
ing for me," said Nyiaolia. "I felt at 
that very moment, 'Hey, I am worth 
something; I will amount to some-
thing."' 
After Nyiaolia was released from 
Kankakee Correctional facility, she 
was transferred to the Jesse "MA" 
Houston work release center. It was 
there that she decided to enroll at 
Columbia College. 
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Nyiaol ia enrolled in 
September 1992 and took a 
class taught by Zafra Lerrnan, 
Columbia's science institute 
director, called "Ozone to Oil 
Spills." For the final project, 
students were instructed to pro-
duce a work using creativity 
pertaining to their major. 
Nyiaolia decided to express 
herself through song. 
She wrote a song entitled 
"Try to stop the air pollution." 
Lerrnan had inspired her so 
much that she wrote a letter 
about her past and how the 
class had helped her, and she 
sent it to the American Chemical 
Society in Washington D.C. 
The letter brought her recogni-
tion. Vice President AI Gore ·called 
her to congratulate her on her song. 
And The New York Times called the 
same day. 
Since completing Lerrnan's class, 
Nyiaolia has perforrned her song for 
the American Chemical Society, the 
Mayor's office for people with dis-
abilities, the Illinois Board of 
Education and Dusable Museum, 
where she opened the show "The 
Notations" in January 1996. 
Nyiaolia has always loved to 
Vince Johnson/Chronicle 
sing, she said. The abuse just sup-
pressed it for a while. "Music was 
my way of getting away from the 
pain," said Nyiaolia. 
Nyiaolia graduated from 
Columbia in June. "Now I know 
where I am and where I am going," 
said Nyiaolia. "Prayer is the key, and 
having confidence in yourself no 
matter what other people think." 
Nyiaolia is trying to get into 
Columbia's graduate school. She is 
also in the process of signing a 
record deal, a.nd doing a video for 
her air pollution song. 
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Teleflfe fa<i&tl~illttkY~~e to do is 
p~l\{'j tfiJHIFlf ~q J!iili'J'J{Siiljrec 
nunfllCr. 
According to Sue Hales, a public rela· 
tions speciali st for the IRS, some college 
s tudcnls should have received their 
fom1s by the end o f December and dur-
ing the month of January. It is important 
for students to have their W-2 forms 
available because Telefile does ·all the 
computations immediately and wil l pro· 
vide a conformation number once the 
procedure is completed. 
An automated tax filing system is a 
great benefit to s tudents who are con· 
stanlly on the go as the small task can be 
performed, quickly anytime. Hales said 
her son is a college student and likes the 
convenience of not having to do any 
paperwork. Ha les also po inted o ut 
Teletilc has a shorter turnaround time to 
receive a refund. 
"SIUdcnts should receive Jhcir refunds 
in about three weeks and earlier if they 
have their refund dirccJ!y deposited in a 
c hecking or savings account," Hales 
said. 
According to Hales it is important 
that s tudents do n ' t misp lace t he tax 
package because the customer·· service 
number is a designated number for that 
s tudent to use in contacting the:;relefile 
system and it can not be replaced. "The 
customer service [number] is [different] 
for each individual student so keep it in a 
safe place," Hales said. 
College News From Around The Nation 
Canadian University Prof Asks For Pennission To Grow Pot 
TORONTO (CPS) - A professor at the University of To~onto has ask~d ~chool admin· 
istralors for permission Jo grow marij uana for mcdJcJnal usc 10 the umversJty s greenhouse. 
If D iane Riley. an instructor of behavioral sciences. gets her w1sh, the um vers1ty could 
be Jhc first organization auJhorized under Canada's Controlled Drug and Substance_ Act to 
grow the plant legally. The act allows research mstJtutes, pham>aceullcal compamcs and 
uni versities to test and produce illegal drugs. 
"These people who suffer, the quality of their lives is not _good," Riley told th~."Ottawa 
Citizen." "I've wo rked with AIDS people, and I kno w manJuana can help them. 
If the university agrees to grow the plant, it's more like ly that Canada's health depart-
ment will approve the use of marijuana for emergency medJcmal pu~poses, sa1d Dann 
Michals, the man in charge of regulati ng all drugs and medical dev1ccs 10 the nat1on. 
Michals said the o nly thing preventing the department from approvmg manJuana as 
legal medicine has been its inability to fi nd an ins titutio n willing to grow the p lant. 
Profs More Into Teaching, Study Finds 
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (CPS) - The importance o f teaching is growing in the minds of many 
pro fessors at research universities , a recent siUdy suggests. . 
The study, conducted by Syracuse University's Center fo r Instructional Development, 
no tes a shift in attitudes that traditionally have kept academics out of the classroom and 
immersed in scholarly work instead . 
In 1991. the center conducted a natio nal survey of administrators and professors at 49 
institutions and found that 73 perccnl reported their schools favored research over teaching. 
The center recently complcJcd a follow-up survey of I I of those ins titutio ns and found 
that the figure had dropped to 49 percent. 
Robert Diamond, who was d irector o f the center al thc time the survey was conducted , told 
The Chronicle of Higher Education that he viewed the findi ngs as encouraging. 
Universities don' t necessarily value teaching over research, he said, but pro fessors and 
admin istrators sec their ins titutions moving between a better balance between the two. 
Participants in the follow- up survey also repo rted that the ir personal priorities also have 
changed s ince 1991. Administrators and professors at nine o f the II institutions recently 
reported less personal emphasis on research . 
Losing weight tops New Year's. resolution lists 
By Christine Tatum 
ColleR£' Pn•ss Snvicl' 
Kim Tillcma, a sophomore at G rand Valley 
State Uni versity in M ichigan , smiles when 
she says she successfully avoided the infa. 
mous "Freshman 15." 
"I gained more like 10 pounds," she said. 
A desk jo b thai limited her exercise. bags 
of peanut M&Ms stashed around her dorm 
room and late-ni ght runs for icc cream and 
pizza added inches to her waisllinc. The extra 
pounds were no big deal until this las t rou nd 
of holidays. she sa id . 
"Whenever I tried on dresses for parties, I 
noticed they wercn'J fi tting so well :· she said. 
·-rm going 10 start exerc is ing and chang-
ing my eating habits-you know. cutt ing back 
on all the junk and taking smaller portions. 
"It's no t rea lly the weigh! ; it"s my shape 
that I care about ," she said. 
She's far from alone. Losing weighl tops 
most Ameri cans' lists o f New Year's resolu -
tions, at.:t.:ording to a recent s tudy t.:anducJcd 
by the Marist College Ins titute for Public 
Opinion in Po ughkeepsie , N.Y. At 19 percent, 
shedding ex tra pounds ranks above spending 
less mo ney ( 12 pcrt.:c nt) and lasJ year 's top 
p ledge to slop smoking ( II pe rcent). 
S uch pro mises arc easy to make, but tough 
to keep--espec iall y the o ne about los ing 
weig ht , many co llege fitness instructors say. 
C urb your spending, and watch your bank 
account grow overnight. Cut o ut smoking, 
and feel better right away. 
" But losing weight is differe nt," said John 
PoiJras, a strength and conditioning coach at 
M arist College's fitness center. " It takes 
weeks, even months, to notice a difference. 
That's probably the biggest stumbl ing block 
that keeps people from accomplishing Jheir 
goals." 
There's nothing magica l about losing 
weig ht ; it takes discipline and a willingness 10 
change your lifestyle, many filncss instruc-
Jors say. 
"You can' l do Jhis for a t.:ouple o f weeks 
and then go back to your o ld ways-jus t li ke 
you can' 1 cxcrt.:isc du ring the day and cat 
whate ver fatty foods you wanl to al night," 
said Jim Johnston, head alhlc tit.: trainer and 
coord inator o f exerc ise/sports sc ience at 
Hiram College in Ohio. 
Among many sleps people t.:an take to lose 
weight thi s year: 
• Es lahlish realistic goal s, and vow to stick 
to them. The a verage person should nol lose 
more than one or two po unds a week, or e ight 
to I 0 in a JJHJnth, Johnslo n said. 
• Consume fewer calories. Avo id cheeses 
(white cheeses arc general ly more healthful 
than yellow o nes), cream-hased sauces, o ils 
and salad dress ings. and dwosc spices 
instead. 
* Count fat grams. "Order pizzas loaded 
with vegetables because they' ll fi ll you up 
fas ter," 
from getting bored." Aerobic exercises, such 
as jogging and walking, typically keep heart 
ra tes up. Johns ton added . Johnston said . "Or order pizza with your 
favor ite meat topping. then pick it off. Yo u' ll 
still get the flavor and not have to eat five 
pepperonis on every sli ce.'· 
* Make a note of it. "When people write 
down what they do, they can look back to sec 
the improveme nts they' ve made," PoiJras 
said. A nother of Johnston's favorite calo ric 
reduction tricks is the "dip and s tab method." 
"Dip your fork into a salad dressing or gravy, 
and then stah your food," he said. "Once 
again . you get the flavor and a lot fewer calo· 
rics." 
* Avoid weighing yourself every day. 
"Peop le get so discouraged when they don' t 
sec change," Jo hnston said. 'The best factors 
to determine if you're gaining or losing arc 
the clothes you put on every day. If they' re 
fitting more snugly or loosely, you' ll know." * Lay off alcohol and soft drinks. " I can 't 
think of one hea lthy thing either of them docs 
for you," Poi tras said. "They' re filled with 
em ply calories your body wo n' t usc. T hey 
make your kidneys and liver work harder than 
they should. If you don't want water, drink 
juice or sports drinks instead." 
* Reward yourself. ··1 tell people they can 
have o ne meal (made up of) whatever they 
want to cat- fe ttuccine Alfredo, french-fries 
and icc cream- every four days," Johnston 
said. 
"As long as you 're exercising and eating 
those foods in moderation and not every sin· 
glc day, you'll still see a diffe rence." 
* Eat less at night. "Pizza at midnight is 
not a good idea at all ," Poitras said. " If you ' re 
eating when you' re 
less acti ve, you 're 
consuming more 
calories you ' re no t 
go ing to burn. It 's 
common sense." 
• Exercise more 
often and at your 
" target heart rate." 
"When (you exer-
cise) isn 't as impor· 
tant - as long as it 's 
a t least an hour after 
yo u las t a te," 
Jo hns to n said . 
" You' ll sec results if 
you exercise four to 
six times a week and 
keep your (target) 
heart rate up for 20 
minutes per scs· 
sion." To find your 
target heart rate, sub· 
tract your age from 
220, and calculate 60 
percent and 80 per· 
cent o f thai number. 
The high and low 
numbers provide a 
healthy range fo r the 
number o r limes 
your heart should 
heat per minute, 
Johnston said. 
* Vary your exer· 
dse. "People have 
the ir favor ilcs, hut 
they should choose 
exerdscs Jhat work 
di ffcrent pans of 
their bodies," Poitras 
said. " It helps them 
lo ne and condiJion, 
and it keeps Jhem 
Look at These Great 
New Army Offers 
o $40,000 for College 
When you enlist and become e li· 
gible fo r a certain skill, you could 
qualify for the Montgomery G. I. Bill 
plus the Army College Fund. Tha t 
means you could earn up to 
$40,000 for college during a four· 
year enlistment. 
o $65,000 in Student 
Loans Repaid 
If you're stuck with a s tudent loan 
that's not in default, the Army might 
pay it off - up to $65,000! If you 
qualify, we'll reduce your debt by 
1/3rd for each year you serve. 
o $12,000 Cash Bonuses 
If you qualify and volunteer to 
serve in one of the Army's top-
prio rity occupational skills, you 
could receive a cash bonus of up to 
$12,000! 
Find out more about these and 
other Army benefits. Talk to your 
local Army recruiter today. 
ARMY. 
BE ALL lOU CAN BE. 
www.goarmy.com 
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AN- OPEN LETTER 
RECEIVED 
JAN U 1m 
~~!-UMBIA TO THE D)LLEGE LIBRARY 
COLUMBIA COlLEGE 
W. were disappointed that a few P-FAC, IEA-
NEA supporters have approached students and used 
valuable classroom time trying to persuade students 
to support the union in the upcoming election. While 
a number of unions use this type of "hard ball" 
pressure tactic, we think it has no place here at 
Columbia. However, since P-FAC, IEA-NEA chose to 
· do so, we think it is important that the entire College 
community understands the situation. 
While no one can predict what would happen if we 
had a union, we are most concerned that union 
representation could threaten our mission of 
providing a quality, affordable arts education 
to everyone. Why? Because the costs associated 
with union negotiations could, of economic necessity, 
force the College to take steps we would rather not 
take. Among other things, we are worried that 
unionization could result in: 
• A 1 S% tuition increase in the first year 
alone (if other funding sources can't be found) 
• Increased class sizes 
• Fewer course offerings 
• Fewer part·time faculty from the 
professional world (some of them hove 
told us that they would refuse to work here 
if there is a union) 
• Even less money available to buy 
state·of·the-art equipment 
• Deaeased enrollment (if students cannot 
afford higher tuition) · 
We are not saying that these things will necessarily 
happen. We are saying that we are concerned that, 
with a union, the economic pressures on the College 
may be so great that everyone associated with the 
College should be concerned. 
COMMUNITY 
P-FAC, IEA-NEA made an initial demand of a 100% 
inaease in minimum pay for all part-time faculty. 
Because almost all faculty salaries ar.e poid directly 
from the _tuition our students and their families pay, 
we're very concerned about the union demands' 
potential effect on tuition costs. 
And, no matter what the union says, there's simply 
no guarantee having a union would provide part-
time faculty with better pay or benefits. All terms 
and conditions of their employment would have to 
be negotiated ontl ogreetl to by both the union 
and the College. All of them. 
We appreciate the contributions of all of our faculty 
- both full-time and part-time. The College had 
been in discussions with the part-time faculty about a 
variety of issues. In fact, the part-time faculty 
received a 5% minimum increase - higher than the 
national average- for this academic year. But, P-
FAC, IEA-NEA broke off those discussions and instead 
called for a union election. We would welcome the 
opportunity to resume the discussions, but are 
unable to - by law - during this election period. 
The union election wdl be held on January 
20. We hope that everyone - and espe-
dally the part·time faculty who are eligible 
to vote - acts with the best interests of 
the entire Columbia College community 
in mind. 
If you have any questions about this, ask me, a 
department chair, or another member of the 
Administration. Thank you. 
y 16.1Qif 
John B. DuH 
President 
4 ADVERTISEMENT January 12, 1998 
Columbia College Initiates a Mash~•· Facilities Phmning Pn)(_Tss 
Columbia is developing a master facilities plan to respond to several issues, including how Columbia's dynamic growth pattern places 
1rcmcndous pressures on the College facilities; how the lack of a sense of identity or place within the College's present facilities negatively 
impacts a sense of community for faculty and staff; and how a master plan presents an opportunity to raise funds for future facility 
development. The master plan will present a clear and precise vision describing Columbia's future facility development that ensures 
individual facility projects will fit properly into Columbia's overall vision. 
A primary ingredient for a master plan is the creative input of those who use Columbia's facilities: students, faculty and staff. The Master 
Facilities Planning Committee, a faculty and staff committee, and a team from the architectural firm of Loeb! Schlossman & Hackl have 
organi zed several "voice of the users" forums to elicit ideas from the College community about the future of Columbia's facilities. 
Master Facilities Planning Forums 
''Voice of the Users'' 
How can Columbia's facilities better reflect its arts and communications focus? 
How can future facility development create a sense of community for students, facu lty and staff? 
How will information technology affect future facility development? 
Arc there changes in the teaching and learning process that suggest a need for a new type of 
instructional space? 
Is the physical proximity of related academic programs or service units important? 
What opportunities or threats exist because of Columbia's location in the burgeoning South Loop? 
What changes in Columbia's present facilities would improve its educational climate? 
Arc there common facility needs that the College should address? 
How can Columbia develop new facilities that respond to the College's dynamic growth pattern? 
How can Columbia create a sense of identity, a sense of place, in its urban setting with many 
disparate buildings and a largely vertical campus? 
How do existing facilities support or deter Columbia' s strategic initiatives? 
Should there be a physical focal point for Columbia's campus? -
What are the top three priorities, as they relate to facili.ty planning, that Columbia should address? 
Express your ideas and opinions about 
the future of Columbia's facilities. 
Faculty, staff and students are encouraged to attend one of the following forums: 
Monday, January 12 
11:30-1:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m.-3:30p.m. 
Tuesday, January 13, 3:00-4:30 p.m. 
The forums will take place in Room 401 of the 600 S . Michigan Building. 
Light refreshments will be available. Please RSVP with Mary Blinn, extension 7768. 
An additional "students only" forum will be held on 
Thursday, January 15,.12:00 -1 :30 p.m., in Room 401, 600 S. Michigan. 
To facilitate additional input from students, the Student's Organizations Council (SOC) will be asked to offer its ideas, and students 
will be interviewed in several advanced interior design classes. 
You can also send your ideas/comments in writi ng or via e-mail to Mark Kelly, Associate Provost of Planning at: 
mkelly@popmail.colum.edu. If you have any questions, please call Mark at extension 7650. 
COL~ A 
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Students, faculty voice your 
opinions for the good of Columbia 
. Next week P·FAC, IEA-NEA will begin voting to see if part· 
lime faculty members want to unionize. This has become a real fight 
f~r them, and for the school, with both sides standing strong on their 
v1ews. Now with the voting imminent the school is pulling out the 
big guns. In an open letter the Columbia Community, President Duff 
warns us that by unionizing, the part- time faculty will cause the 
school to undergo significant changes, which could, possibly, break 
the school. 
In a letter written and printed in the Chicago Tribune, Stephen 
Longmire, a part-time faculty member here at the college made a 
great point about the schools position on P-FAC and how he feels 
part-timers are being treated. 
"The comments of Columbia's Provost and Executive Vice-
President Bert Gall amply explain why. (P-FAC is trying to form a 
union) 'This is not in the part-time faculty's best interest, nor the 
university's,' he is quoted as saying. Presumably Mr. Gall is among 
the Columbia officials' who oppose the organizing efforts, pointing 
out that student tuition is kept at a reasonable $8,498 a year at 
Columbia partly because the university has a high percentage of 
part-time faculty members.' By similar acts of generosity, migrant 
laborers keep down the price of California produce .. .lt is sad to 
watch college officials mount the indefensible argument that this 
egalitarian education must be underwritten by the systematic 
exploitation of a majority of their faculty, which is woefully under-
paid and has no job security or benefits." 
Mr. Longmire makes a good point here. The school is now try-
ing to scare everyone by thinking that by forming a union, that part-
timers would make this school unaffordable. 
In a .letter in today's Chronicle, President Duff asserts that the 
economic implications of forming a union may strain every aspect 
of the school, and in the end would force students to leave. 
But in this ominous and conviluted letter, the president also 
states that " ... no matter what the union says, there's simply no guar-
antee having a union would provide part-time faculty with better 
pay or benefits. All terms and conditions of their employment 
would have to be negotiated and agreed to by both the union and the 
College. All of them." 
If this is the case, why is the school forecasting the demise of the 
school by voting for a union? 
Alf of this reminds me of the American Civil War. The South 
feared the demise of slavery would destroy their economy and way 
of life. 
This obviously isn't as important as the Civil War, but what you 
have to see here is that everyone should be able to decide, fight or 
vote for what they think is best for themselves. 
Maybe you've seen the yellow posters advertising the school's 
initiation of a "Master Facilities Planning Process" in the hallowed 
halls of Columbia. The posters are inviting faculty, staff and stu-
dents to "express your ideas and opinions about the future of 
Columbia's facilities." The other poster, a smaller pink page, is call-
ing for student input as a part of the schools self- study and re-
accreditation process. These are opportunities no one should pass 
up! 
Today, at I I :30 a.m. and at 2:00 p.m., you can attend forums to 
discuss what sort of facilities the school needs. The meeting will be 
held in Room 401 in the Main building. There will be additional 
meetings on Tuesday at 3:00 p.m. and a special "students only" 
forum on Thursday at Noon. All of these meetings are to gather your 
thoughts on Columbia. 
If you care at all about what goes on here, you should get to one 
of these meetings. If you can not attend, you can e-mail Mark 
Kelley, Associate Provost of Planning at 
mkelly@lpopmail.colum.edu with your comments. 
Anoilier avenue for which you can voice your gripes and grati-
tude is through The Self-Study Steering Committee. They want to 
know more about why you are here and if the school is living up to 
your expectations. 
You can reach them through e-mail at 
selfstudy@popmail.colum.edu or through campus mail by sending 
it to Jill Summers, in Wabash Room 222. 
This is a geat opportunity for all who are here, students, faculty, 
staff and others. I've said before that we need a place to voice our 
concerns here at the school, with re-accreditation topping the 
administrations direction, I think everyone should take advantage of 
this opportunity. Remember you can always send your letters, com-
ments and concerns to us at The Chronicle. 
Editorial Cartoon of the week 
Editorial 
Apprehension of thief shows 
importance of alert and 
informed students and faculty 
Over the past few months the increase in thefts at 
Columbia has been well documented. While the 
events have been unfortunate, especially to the vic-
tims one positive thing has come from them. 
Students and faculty are reminded that although 
security is present in the lobby of each building per-
sonal possessions should be watched at all times. 
When items were stolen in the Wabash 
Building, some victims expressed that security 
needed to check for IDs at the doors to prevent 
thefts. 
Fortunately security never implemented that pol-
icy. While lD checking may have prevented thefts 
from occurring the inconvenience that students, fac-
ulty and visitors would have endured probably 
would not have justified the ID checking. 
As reported in Eva Boyer's front page story, 
security did a excellent job of following leads that 
ultimately lead to the arrest of a man thought to be 
involved in a series of thefts. What happened on 
Dec. 8 was a perfect case scenario. Columbia secu-
rity worked with security from be Paul and the 
School of the Art Institute to come up with a com-
posite drawing of a man that is thought to be 
responsible for thefts at all three schools. 
Distribution of flyers and alert students helped 
catch the thief. If students and faculty remain alert 
and report suspicious looking people to security 
thefts would probably decrease and Columbia 
would be a safer place. 
Popular film teacher eats it 
By Sam· Walters 
C<>py Editor 
Scott Marks is dead, or at least he will be following his imminent departure from the Columbia film 
dept. next semester. An "obituary" was how Scott jokingly referred to this farewell tribute when I pro-
posed it to him, so I' ll make my homage complete and frame it as such. I also have bow to the deceased's 
request that I not speculate as to whether he's dying of natural causes or is being professionally mur~ 
dered except to note that Scott--who manages two movie theaters; who was the subject of a three page 
article in the Oct. 3rd issue of The Reader; who is unquestionably the most knowledgeable, passionate 
person about film I've ever met--has not only failed to be offered a full-time position by Columbia after 
twelve years of service, but has been restricted to teaching one class. So he's moving on to heaven, as 
he's surely already been to hell. 
Scott grew up in Chicago and attended Columbia briefly-I told you he was smart--before graduating 
from Lewis University. He taught at Columbia from 1986 to the present. 
Scott's childhood was marked by a overpowering curiosity about movies. By his early teens, when 
most of us were taking our first tentative tokes off some definitely ditch weed, Scott was a full-blown 
cinema junkie, booting up reel after reel of Scorcese, Von Stroheim, Lewis, high-grade horse. H1s addiC-
tion was clearly visible in his absence; he was often home, up late Friday nights watching old films on 
his television. While his condition may have been lamentable, it was the perfect psychological make-
up--or break-up as the case may be--for a film teacher, as most junkies hate getting high alone. I take 
perverse pleasure in telling you that during his tenure at Columbia, Scott infected hundreds, thousands 
of students with his wonderful disease, leaving them jonesing, despicable film fiends who would hawk 
their friend's bike in a second or rip off their grandmothers to scam enough change for a matinee of 
"Casino"-not even "Goodfellas!" 
My earliest remembrance of Scott was during my freshman year in a History of Cinema class. It was 
my first class at Columbia, in fact my first college class ever. I walked in and noted Scott in his cus-
tomary baseball cap, brooding out from his desk towards a packed lecture hall. There was a low rum-
bling from the students that suggested a certain tension, a certain charge; like the hall was about to be 
set off. This, I later realized, was the result of the emotional ammonium nitrate unconsciously generat-
ed by students who'd previously studied with Scott--or heard of him anyway--in nervous anticipation of 
the certain, coming explosion of some of their most deeply cherished opinions. "Alright, gimme three 
of your favorite movies;" the master lights the wick. "Star Wars," somebody calls from the back. 
"Childish, trite, takes all its inspiration and best moments from a Kurosawa film." Oh! Commotion! 
Uproar! Blasphemy! To a fervent crowd of fanatic twenty-somethings, decked out head-to-toe in 
Scooby-Doo wear and generally tripped out on nostalgia, attacking the holy trinity of "Star Wars," 
"Empire," and "Jedi" is akin to pissing in the Holy Grail. What about my Star Wars lunch box, and 
matching bed-sheets! I' ve got all the action figures! I changed my name to Luke Skywalker!. .. love 1t, 
and I like Star Wars. 
I dort't mean to suggest with this anecdote that Scott was some sort of nasty troll, pulling weak, 
unwary students under his desk to devour them whole. He wasn't an intellectual bully and he wasn't an 
instigator. Scott described his teaching style as "honest," and it seems to me a near perfect summation. 
But I might go a step further and describe it as "physical." Scott liked to wrestle with his students, and 
remember the point of the sport isn 't to injure but to test the strength of your position agamst that of your 
opponent's. In this way cerebral muscles are flexed, stances are checked for their steadiness and new 
ideas are smashed together. It is a process that can only be described as learning; both for teach~r and 
pupil; both happily reduced to the role of student. If this process seems unduly turbulent or ferociOus, I 
remind you that creation is generally a violent but beautiful thing. Having come across my fa1r share. of 
teachers who were either too burned to care about subjects they'd taught for the umpteenth m1lhon 
time--and perhaps never cared for in the first place--it was refreshing, invigorating, invalu~ble to hap-
pen upon an instructor who was fervid enough about his work to vehemently put forth hts beliefs for stu-
dents to attack, embrace or reject. Scott, we thank you. 
And soon it seems we'll be missing you as you're leaving our wretched little microcosm of the world 
behind. I'd say a prayer if it wasn't so damn incompatible with a wretched sinner hke yourself. How 
about a toast then: here's to you Scott, here's to movies and, of course, to the dead walking. 
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Manifesting yourself before countless faithful. 
Well-
had some choice in the matter didn' t you? 
Don i believe The Hyple, blow what I'm sayin • 
homes? I'm livin ·with my mom and my dad and we 'n! 
the perfect f amily y · blow. we're like The Christs, of 
forty rwo Jerusalem lane. and then my dad gets me 
CRUCI FlED. but hey. 's all good cause somehow I'm 
COOL with that and we're still one big, happy unit: 
Spreading the wonders of your love throughout 
the world ' 
No dude, just Aspen. 
Pardon? 
Aspen. y · know Colorado? 
Aspen. Dude! It s the Brady Bunch B. C. ! 
Yeah, they got some wicked powder this time of And you had no say in this at all? 
Dude, all I know is the night before I get bust-
ed. my dad comes down and s like, "Come to me my son, 
I wish to show thee something, " and I'm really excited 
year. 
Powder! 
Y ' know, snow? 
DOWNHILL WIT H JESUS 
I'm perfectly conversant in "street" ~REAli 
oiJEEZ, but I'm sti ll shocked' 
y ·know. 'cause me and my dad never got to go fishin · or 
nothing. So my dad shows me how to turn water into 
wine, and I 'm like Yeeaahh Booyee! Parrrtay ! And then 
I'm all passed out and whatnot. but not for long, 'cause 
it s kind of hard to sleep with somebody driving nails 
through your hands and feet' And I was still messed up 
y' know? Crocifixion sucks dude, but crocifuion with a 
hangover is a horrible. horrible death. 
You don i board? 
As part of my devout observance of the Christmas 
holiday, I've invited a very special guest, quite specific 
to the season, to the column this week. In keeping with 
his greatly renowned, exceedingly forgiving nature, he's 
graciously agreed to an interview. His ghostly half may 
be otherwise occupied making appearances round the 
earth, but we've got the man, body and blood with us 
here today; and I aint talking no wafer and cheap glass 
of Remy neither! The son of the cosmos' highest ranking 
politician and first first lady, he's ascended- ironically 
by getting nailed down- to become a major diplomat in 
his own right. He's the redeemer, the lamb, the apple of 
his mother 's eye and the light of the world, ladies and 
gentlemen, would you please put your hands together 
and pray to accept him as your lord and savior ... J esus 
Christ! 
Board ... Oh! Snow! Snowboarding! Ha, Ha, Ha, 
right. Er, no I don 't "board." 
Dude. it s gnarly. 
Gnarly ... you know Jesus I'm a little surprised 
at your grungy parlance. This loose lingo from the mes-
siah, it 's a little incongruous. We've had your father in 
the column before and he was rather more eloquent. 
Uhm .. 
Weii...Jesus this is really fascinating and defi-
nitely worthy of some further investigation, but we're 
almost out of space. When will you be back? 
He was very well spoken. 
Uh ... 
I'm coming back? 
Why, yes? You are coming back aren't you? 
He talked good. 
Oh yeah. that s the old man. 
Millions of people wait in expectantly for your imminent 
return-often the one bit of hope in their otherwise deso-
late lives; the great cosmic gamble on which they've 
placed their bid for salvation, the mighty panacea that 
will descend from heaven to cure their relentless, tortur-
ous ills. 
Are you ill? You look ... medicated. 
The holiday s are always rough y' know dude? 
Christmas with the family, U-Huh. U-
Huh, U-huh. Huh, Huh. 
(wild applause, miracles occurring, a crush of lepers 
crowds the newspaper stand) 
I'm sorry, how insensitive of me. 
'S alright. Do you want some this? 
Oh yeah. I 'll be back. um ... next Teusday. 
Next Teusday? 
No, put that away, it's not legal in this country. 
On this planet, U-Huh. U-Huh, U-huh, Huh. 
Yeah dude. 
Wow, I just scooped the apocalypse! How 
unlikely! You heard it here first , Jesus is coming ba~k 
next Teusday for his third and final appearance. 
Armageddon is at hand! 
Huh. There s ... too many of you! 
Back, back you shuffling bastards! Sorry about 
the rabble Jesus. It's very exciting to have you in the 
column. I'm thrilled that you've chosen to make the 
advent of your second coming in Makin' Tea. it's an 
enormous honor. Almost audacious. 
So your family's not a comfort to you during 
the Christmas season? 
Yuh right! 
Oh, is there some dysfunction? 
It s gonna be wicked! 
Or rather the antithesis! 
Whatever! 
old man. 
Well. my mom s alright, but I don i talk to my 
Thanks dude. 
This must be an incredibly busy time of year 
for you. 
Really? Since when? 
One more question for you Jesus. Am I going 
to nailed to a cross for writing this? 
Yeah. 
Uhm, since I got CR UCIFIED. 
Good point-ooh sorry! 
Fer sure. 
I thought so. Well Jesus, it's been a real plea-
sure having you in the column; you ' II be hearing from 
me a lot this week as I've many, many sins to confess. 
Obliged to hover in attendance at all the func-
tions held in your honor. 
'S alright, I f orgive you. 
Thanks. 
Uhm . No, I can i help it. 
Right... weird ... but to play devil's advocate, you 
Righteous. 
Indeed. 
r-------------------------------------------, 
By Sheryl Tirol 
A tr ip down memory lane during winter break 
Over the holiday break, I did what many typical college students did, spend time 
with family, work (which I really didn't do much of) and hang out with friends, catch-
ing up on gossip about everyone. Of course, this news can be both wonderful and ter-
rible. 
The most shocking news I heard (okay, maybe not shocking) was that one of my 
friends was engaged. I just can't fathom why you would get engaged or married at the 
age of20. Am I the only one that believes that it's okay to not be married or engaged 
during or right after college? But who knows; anything can happen in the next few 
years. 
I spent a lot of time chatting with friends at coffee bars reminiscing about the past. 
I also spent time looking at my photo albums and yearbooks. Why, I did this I don't 
know. I guess realizing how much time was quickly passing, and the shock of my 
friend actually getting engaged hit me. I remember when things may have been crazy 
a few years ago, but it was much simpler then. Now I have a lot to focus on and to 
think about concerning my future. 
Granted, I have two years and a semester to go, but it feels like it was yesterday 
that I was a junior in high school, sitting in chemistry class struggling to balance for-
mulas. As I was flipping through my yearbooks, I thought a lot about all my goals and 
dreams during that time. As sick as it was, I wanted terribly to be on the porn porn 
squad ... of course as soon as I got on, I hated every moment of it. 
After I reached that goal I figured out what I really loved to do, and that was writ-
ing. I started to look at the pictures of the teachers, and a smile came to my face at one 
in particular. Mrs. Brown. Brownie Lady to many of the students and staff. She was 
a little woman from Texas and was my English/journalism teacher and the newspaper 
advisor. I don't know what high school would have been like if Mrs. Brown had never 
been there. She inspired me more than anyone else in school. Mrs. Brown was like no 
other teacher. She waer and friend to many of us at the paper. 
She told me to always stick with what I wanted to do and to stay determined no 
matter what. I think my greatest accomplishment was being the first and only student 
in my journalism class to be to published. I'll never forget the look of pride, Mrs. 
Brown had on her face. Students were coming to her for help on their homework or 
stories for the paper, but they were also going to her for advice on life, and she always 
tried to console them and help them find solutions. 
She also made a class a joy. A 50 minute lecture on The Odyssey could be tor-
ture, but Mrs. Brown was able to capture the class and hold the fast with her eloquence 
and passion. focused. Before anyone knew it, class would be over. For every article 
I' ve written we ll, I always remember Mrs. Brown, and the help she gave me. From 
the torturous leads we had to learn to write, to the basics of how to interview peo-
ple, she never let her frust rations show. She always believed in everyone and went out 
of her way to do what she could for students. 
"Just Do It" is what she always told us, long before it was coined as a corporate 
motto .. Do what you 've always wanted to do, go after your dreams, and never stop 
believing. It 's weird, but I guess after my friend told me that he was going to get mar-
ried, I couldn't believe that at such a young age anyone could have experienced 
enough of life to walk down the aisle. 
But then again, I'm not an expert to advise anyone as to when they should get mar-
ried. 
l just remember when I was in Brown' s class thinking about what I was going to 
accomplish after college and how far I have yet to go. 
Listening to her te ll our class about how much we were capable of doing, it 's hard 
for me to imagine mysel f walk ing down the aisle in two years and doing everything 
I've wanted to. 
H eaven Forbid! We' re Not 
Just Cloning Around Anymore 
By Kathleen Par ker 
Tribune Media Services 
Human cloning, like human death, was inevitable. But so soon? 
The announcement last week that a Chicago scientist plans to clone human babies 
makes Internet shopping for blue-eyed sperm seem innocent as a game of sidewalk hop-
scotch. Ah, for the good old days of frozen embryos. 
Like most Americans, I'm simultaneously appalled and fascinated by the prospect of 
cloned humans. Off hand, I can think of no one I'd like to see cloned, except perhaps my 
mother who died when I was 3. I'd like to take another peek at her. But could we get her 
back as a 3 1-year-old adult? I don't have time to await her maturation from infant to my 
mother. 
Silliness, I know. Yet such are the fantasies we entertain when considering human 
clones. Weaned on Frankenstein, and only recently introduced to Dolly the cloned sheep, 
we're not exactly up to speed on the cloning issue. We either see monsters with random 
body parts strung together weirdly, or single-file lines of robotic look-alikes trudging 
along downtown conveyor belts with radio receivers embedded in their medulla oblon-
gatas. 
Meanwhile, the psychological leap from cloning sheep to cloning humans is like going 
from a small wheel fashioned from stone to jet travel. In a month! 
Could we slow this thing down just a tad? 
Thankfully, most of the right people in the right places are seriously annoyed with the 
scientist in question, whose name is too good to be true. Richard Seed! President Clinton, 
who in the wake of Dolly's creation urged a five-year ban on human cloning experimen-
tation, is poised to stop Seed by whatever means necessary. Scientists, including those 
involved with Dolly, reminded the world that Dolly was the product of 276 mistakes. 
That is, 276 developing embryos had to be eliminated owing to disabilities, genetic 
abnormalities and other DNA quirks that made them unsuitable for life. 
Beyond the merely horrific physical possibilities attached to human experimentation, 
there's the question of our souls. That we have become increasingly secularized is no 
secret. But just as we jumped precariously from the stone wheel to the jet, metaphorical-
ly speaking, we're now preparing to take a leap of millennia! proportions - from a soci-
ety still toiling philosophically with theories of creationism vs. evolution to one willing 
to usurp, in one dubious gesture, the role of God Almighty. 
Again, regardless of one's religious beliefs, culturally we 're a far piece from godli-
ness. 
Upon whose wisdom do we rely if not God's? The "experts"? The politicians? Dr. 
Seed? "God made man in his own image," Seed said. "Therefore, He intended that man 
should become one with God. Man should have an indefinite life and have indefinite 
knowledge. And we're going to do it, and this is one step." 
Indefinite life? One with God? Heaven forbid, as we used to say in the old days. 
Rather than one with God, Seed seems to be the personification of hubris, which, as I 
recall, is the quickest route away from God. 
Giving him the benefit of the doubt, maybe Seed, rather than the mad scientist he 
seems to be, is a biblical plant, so to speak, divinely inserted into the cloning debate to 
advance an overdue theological discussion. We've long overstepped our human bound-
aries and could use some spiritual repair. 
That said, there's nevertheless much good to come of cloning techniques. According 
to the Biotechnology Industry Organization, comprised of more than 700 biotechnology 
companies and academic institutions in 25 nations, cloning technology and lessons 
learned from Dolly may be used someday to replace skin in bum victims, cure hemophilia 
and regenerate spinal cord tissue. 
Who wouldn't favor such biomedical advances? Yet, Seed, in his urgency to venture 
into human cloning, jeopardizes such potential good. The BIO, while condemning Seed, 
cautioned legislators to tread slowly as they try to develop laws to prohibit human cloning 
lest they impinge on defensible experiments geared toward such developments. 
On all fronts, it seems, we need to slow down, step back and, quite possibly, pray. 
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students. 
LET YOUR VOICES BE HEARD! 
Every ten years all accredited colleges must renew their accreditation with 
one of the regional accrediting associations recognized by the United States 
Department of Education. As you may have heard, Columbia College 
Chicago is now working on a comprehensive self-evaluation as part of the 
process for renewing its own accreditation with the North Central 
Association. We need your point of view to make our evaluation complete! 
This is a great chance for you, as students, to voice your opinion on the 
education that you are receiving here at Columbia and to help your College 
community identify both strengths and areas of concern. The Self-Study 
Steering Committee welcomes your thoughts, as well as your responses to 
any of the following questions: 
1. Why did you choose Columbia? 
2. Is your experience at Columbia living up to your expectations? 
3. Are you familiar with the College mission statement, and, if so, 
what does it mean to you? 
4. Do the services available to students at Columbia give everyone 
who enrolls a reasonable chance to succeed in their classes and 
complete their college education? 
5. Is Columbia preparing you for the career that you plan to pursue, 
as well as for life in general? 
6. If you could change one thing about Columbia to improve the 
education that you are receiving, what would it be and why? 
You can send your responses to us via e-mail at 
selfstudy@popmail.colum.edu or through campus mail by addressing your 
response to Jill Summers, Wabash Room 222 and dropping it off at any 
department, asking them to place it in their outbox. 
Thanks for your help! 
The Self-Study Steering Committee 
Columbia College Chicago 
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This is the last week the sun will be in 
Capricorn this year, so you earth and water 
signs, take advantage of this opportunity. 
That's especially true on Monday, with the 
moon in Cancer. Quick-thinking and action 
will be required for almost everybody-that day, 
especially Cancers and Capricorns. On 
Tuesday and Wednesday, the moon is in Leo, 
settling things down a bit. 
date for then. Splurge on a special item for 
your homt< on Sunday. 
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). Use new skills to 
solve a domestic problem Monday. Interaction 
with friends leads to an unusual decision 
Tuesday. Your experience is important 
Wednesday, · so contdbute it., A pdvate meet-
ing on Thursday helps with an important 
choice. Romance at home looks good on 
Friday. Listen instead of talking on Saturday. 
You can make your opinion known on Sunday. 
Fire signs will have more energy those 
days, which is good. There will be lots of Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). Contact with a 
work for them to do. On Thursday and Fdday, foreigner could be expensive on Monday. Use 
the moon is in Virgo. With that Capricorn sun, ·a delay on Tuesday ·and Wednesday to your 
it's an excellent phase for business decisions. · advantage. Think 'about what you're doing 
If you're studying anything requiring details, before making a decision. The coast should be 
focus on memorizing the matedal then. It'll be clear by Thur~day or Frjday. A friendly 
easier. That's true all the way through exchange turns romantic on Friday and 
Saturday, but not Sunday. The moon goes into Saturday. Love· and learning are linked on 
Libra then, so relax. There will still be house- ' those days. Yo'u'!l learn a lot through the 
work, but you can ignore it. grapevine on Sunday, but don't tell everything 
Aries (March 21-April 19). Something 
you've wanted for the home could happen 
Monday. Romance looks promising on 
Tuesday and Wednesday, but you keep getting 
separated. Persevere. Romance is good early 
Fdday morning. The rest of the time it looks 
like nothing but hard work. Keep your nose to 
the grindstone Saturday and celebrate Sunday. 
By then you' ll have accomplished more than 
you ever thought possible. 
Taurus (April 20-May" 20). Study on 
Monday and you' ll retain what you learn. 
Tuesday and Wednesday are good days for 
establishing a house policy you and your 
roommates can live with. Save time for 
romance on Thursday and Friday. Early 
Fdday morning is especially promising. You 
may be tempted to spend too much on Sunday. 
Best not to shop in expensive stores. 
Gemini (May 21-June 21). There's m.oney 
coming on Monday. Save as much as possible. 
Tuesday and Wednesday are your best study 
days. That goes for practic ing theatdcal or 
musical skills, too. Clean house Thursday. 
You could get lucky Friday with a persnickety 
person. Shop on Saturday, and relax with 
loved ones Sunday. Conversations with the 
children will be especially interesting and 
entertaining then.Cancer (June 22-July 22). 
You' re drawing attention Monday, most of it 
positive. Make shopping lists Tuesday and 
spend money Wednesday, after you know how 
much you've got. Thursday and Friday are 
your best study days. Cram as many details as 
possible into your brain. Saturday morning is 
not bad either, but Sunday is worthless. You' ll 
have to use information you' ve already gath-
ered by then. 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Rumors abound on 
Monday. Some of them may be true. Be 
Careful what you say. You have an advantage 
with the moon in your sign Tuesday and 
Wednesday. Don't blow it by getting cocky. 
Thursday and Friday are good for money, and 
there's lots coming in. Saturday morning is 
not bad either. Catch up on your reading on 
Sunday. 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). A loved one's 
insights will help you understand a friend bet-
ter Monday. Compl y with bureaucratic 
demands on Tuesday and Wednesday. It's hard 
to get together with a partner Thursday, but 
things work out by Friday. Friday night and 
Saturday are excellent for romance. Plan your 
you know. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Pay off a 
debt Monday. Distant contacts lead to new 
opportunities Thesday and Wednesday. You'll 
do well in sports those days, so challenge 
somebody. The tests on Thursday and Friday 
are tough. You' ll have to know the answers by 
heart. Your sweetheart'i~ ·interr~gating- you on 
Saturday. Make sure you have the right 
answers. Relax with friends on Sunday and try 
something different. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Pay atten-
tion to a partner Monday. You may be apart, 
but it's important to stay tuned in. F.ools and 
their money are soon parted on Tuesday. 
Something old works better than something 
new on Wednesday. Thursday's great for trav-
el. Unexpected developments keep you home 
on Friday. Handle them so you can get out 
Saturday. An older person offers rewarding 
ideas on Sunday. Take notes. 
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). Partners can 
handle Monday's assignment. Tell them 
what's needed. Take a fdend's advice Thesday 
and Wednesday, to understand a difficult per-
son. Stash away as much money as you can on 
Thursday. Budget and pay bills on Friday. A 
secret lov~ is revealed on Saturday, although 
you may think it's unsuitable. Feel more com-
fortable with someone you meet with Sunday. 
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). Fdendship 
leads to love Monday, though it's hard to get 
together. Work on Tuesday and Wednesday, 
but hand the ball to teammates on Thursday. 
Accept unwelcome financial advice on Friday. 
Let a Virgo get you organized Saturday and 
you' ll have more time to play. Don't buy 
expensive gifts to show your love Sunday. It's 
the thought that counts. 
If You're Having a Birthday This Week 
... Born Jan. 12: You' re strong this year, but 
you'll be stronger yet when you learn to work 
with a gentle partner. Jan. 13: You want noth-
ing but the best this year, and that could get 
real expensive. Learn how to manage money 
and you can have it all. Jan. 14: There's no 
shortage of wealth this year, after you learn to 
create it. Jan. 15: Follow your heart in January, 
and plan the vacation of your dreams. Jan. 16: 
Somebody from a different country helps you 
find the best use of your talents this year. Jan. 
17: There's a huge push toward higher educa-
tion this year. Jan. 18: You could get an excel-
lent career opportunity this year. 
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The Fi na I Frontier 
Amy Pugh 
Staff Writer 
In Tina Landau's new play, a towering gray wall 
overlooks actors who move about on chairs with 
wheels through a near empty stage. Characters, 
questions, and images fly about like stars in the sky. 
The piece is appropriately titled Space. 
The play centers around Dr. Allen Saunders, a 
well-respected neuro-psychiatrist and professor at 
an ivy league univers ity. The play opens with 
Saunders being presented with three new patients, 
all of whom claim to have been abducted by aliens. 
While none of the patients have any psychological 
symptoms in common, all three have been "abduct-
ed" in the same way. Saunders is a scientist-a 
believer in answers and absolute truths-and with 
these patients he is forced to confront his beliefs 
about aliens, science, and himself. 
Thematically, Space does not delve into unchart-
ed territory. From Close Encounters to 'The X 
Files," stories of abductions and subsequent queries 
about what is really out there have been covered 
before. As recently as Robert Zemekis ' new· film, 
Contact, we have seen the societal backlash against 
scientists who question these age o ld beliefs and 
rely solely on tangible truths. 
While Space, at its core, may offer rehashed 
material, the similarities between this play and 
other "what 's out there?" works end quickly. 
Themethod Landau uses to pose questions is as c·ut-
ting edge as the Steppenwolf itself. The play moves 
entirely around Saunders, and as he is confron ted 
with the possibility of alien abduction and his 
beliefs are probed and examined, so are the audi-
ence's. 
Tom Irwin plays Dr. Saunders perfectly. 
Beginning with a detached, professional attitude 
that leads to a frantic, chi I dish one, we watch as a 
multi-textured, always believable performance 
unfolds. Saunders seeks answers from Dr. 
Bernadette Jump Cannon, an astrologer who works 
at the univers ity. Dr. Cannon, as played by Amy 
Morton, lacks the spark of lrwins's performance. 
His desire for answers comes from his scientific 
beliefs being challenged, and his energy seems 
infectious to everyone but Cannon. Her interest in 
space seems pass ive, even though her character has 
spent years trying to make contact with alien life 
forms. . 
Space leads director-playwright Landau away 
from her previous writing efforts. She is known pri-
marily for exploring historical subjects- the 
Revolutionary War in the musical States of 
Independence, tum-of-the-century entertainments 
in American Vaudeville and supporting gay rights 
in Stonewall. She began Space three years ago 
while conducting a graduate theater workshop at the 
American Repertory Theatre in Cambridge, Mass. 
Said Landau, "I did one of those things I do which 
is to show up for a month and have no material 
except an idea I want to work on," adding, "this 
time, it was the word space." 
Space is currently running at the Steppenwolf 
Theatre through January 24. For ticket information 
call (3 12)-335-1888. 
All rlgh<s reserved. 
ACROSS 
1 Spielberg epic of 
1997 
Attention Artists 
8 Heavy-hearted 
11 Instant lawn 
14 Strategic 
position 
15 Nest-egg $$ 
16 Single 
One and All. 
Looking for. more exposure? 
Go Cards 
(free postcards) 
are here 
and we need a design for the 
official Columbia College Post Card. 
All Mediums, 
All Styles. 
All entries will be reviewed by a 
faculty cqmmittee. 
Enter as many submissions as you like. 
Only one selection will be chosen. 
The deadline for submissions is 
February 2nd, 1998. 
Please contact the Office of 
Student Life and Development 
@ X-7459 for d:-sign specifics. 
17 Exposes to 
oxygen 
18 Tackles, guards, 
etc. 
20 Meal scraps 
21 Apparition 
22 Elba·s country 
24 Two performers 
25 Conference site 
of1945 
26 Fashion 
27 Prepare to take 
notice 
29 Fact fabricator 
30 Letter-carriers' 
bosses 
33 Biblical boat 
34 Identical 
35 Stadium level 
37 That guy 
40 Reach a climax 
45 Leave out 
47 Dogpatch 
resident 
48 Let up 
49 Fork prongs 
51 Newspaper 
revenue 
52 Scandinavian 
53 Top-grossing 
space film 
55 Speedy 
56 Preselect 
57 More distant 
60 Supped 
6 1 Golfer's box 
62 Under the best 
conditions 
63 Asian New Year 
64 Possessed 
65 Change one's 
hairdo 
DOWN 
1 Actress Gardner 
2 West of 
Hollywood 
3 Forays 
4 Aspiring 
actresses 
5 Shabby 
6 Years and years 
and years 
7 _ Moines 
8 Profile outlines 
9 Solo at the Met 
10 "_ Boy" 
11 African nation 
12 Type of general 
13 Hamlet's home 
19 And others, in 
brief 
21 Stroke on the 
green 
22 Little devil 
23 In addition 
24 Left the boat 
27 "Coming of Age 
in ' 
28 Preceding in 
order 
31 Bub 
32 The _ of Cortez 
36 Current 
regulator 
37 Position under 
scrutiny 
38 Replicate 
39 Islamic tower 
41 Finishes 
42 Terrestrial 
43 Mooncalf 
44 Scottish river 
46 Period in office 
50 Scy1he cut 
52 Nostrils 
54 District 
55 Grow less 
distinct 
57 Evergreen 
58 Wing of a 
building 
59 Bread choice 
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Columbia Seniors • • • and Juniors, too 
Why come to campus on a Saturday? 
To attend the 7th Annual Senior/Alumni Career 
Conference 
Miriam Adelman 
Founder. Adelwave Productions 
Saturday, January 31, 1998 
9 a.m. - noon 
Hokin Center and Annex 
Featuring: 
-Panel discussions with Columbia alumni that will provide critical 
information about preparing for and working in your discipline. 
-Keynote speeches by Jon Kelly*, Sports Director, WMAQ-TV and 
Miriam Adelman, OWner, Adelwave Productions and creator of 
Microsoft's getworking.com. 
-A delicious brunch. 
ALL THIS FOR JUST 5 BUCKS. To register, fill out and return the 
Registration Form below to the Career Planning & Placement Office, 
Suite 300, Wabash Building. 
•scheduled to attend 
(['(ease intficate wnicli pane{ tf'rscussilm you wouftf ~ to atteruf. 
Cliec(.oru paru( n(y. 
I ! IJ?.Ju[io/Sountf 0 fJ'um/VUfeo 
I 1 TV (q>rotfuction, ([)irectintJ, Corporate) 0 !MtnuJ(Jtment · 
: ' !Mati./tina (jftfwrtisina, !Ma~tina, ¥R) 0 (ftrjormintJ)frts fT/ieater, !Music, ([)ance) 
. '1/isua{)frts ()frt t5(, ([)esign, Computerqrapliics, Pliotoarapliy) 
· : Journa{ism/'WritinB (<Broatfcast Journafrsm, !Newspaper, !Magazine, <Boot !Newsletter) 
!Name.:·_---------------------------------------------------
!),1~0~----------------------------------------------------
)ftftfress: ________________________________________________ _ 
Stat~ Zip C.M 
%one: _____________________________ Soc. Sec .. ______________ _ 
<J(f!Jistration rrxadfint: Jau ary ZJ, 1998 
'l(ftum t ftis fonn witft $5.00 (cfitc~rrfuml) to: 
Carru<Pformino <Sl <Pfoumtnt Office 
Cnfum6in ( ofkoe Cfticaao. 6:?3 Soutfr Wa6asfr ) hJtnut, Suitt 300 
~ai.f diu(! paya6/L to Cofu• fna Cofkae Cfricaoo 
. ,. 
STUDENTS & FACULTY 
....Jj 
.....,, 
Auditorium 
Garage,· 
Inc. 
Southeast Corner 
Congress and Wabash Avenue 
Discount Parking for 
Students & Faculty 
Day and Night 
All rates include City Parking Tax 
First 2 Hours $5.00 Over 5 Hours to 12 Hours $7.50 
Over 2 Hours to 5 Hours $5.70 Over 12 Hours to 24 Hours $9.00 
Validate your parking ticket at school. 
Discount only applies to the f irst 24 hours. 
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A musical tribute 
featuring the music of 
Steve Cobb & Chavunduka 
Thursday, January 15, 1998 
12:00 p.m. 
Hokin Annex 
623 S. Wabash Avenue 
Reception immediately following performance 
Sponsored by: 
Student Life and Development & the Minority Affairs Office 
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~IJJITANIC' SAILS ON 
Write~/.birector ·Jam~s Cameron breathes 
~---. vibrant ~-life ·into -a diStant ·tragedy 
By Jerry LaBuy 
Assistc{nt Features Editor 
. ·';,. ;:, 
E~ry year at this time, film critics like to lisi their 
top ten f avorite fi lms of the previous year .(mY.self 
inclu~) This year though, I'm at a loss. I don't have 
a list of ten, five or even two films released in' the last 
year t~at, even if combined, could rival the. O:.Y.eral! 
quali~.- and pure cinematic power held With\n !Jii 
favonte·.film of 1997, "Titanic." . · .. ' ~st ·of us know the basic details of fhe · 
legend. She was the largest ship ever biiilt l!nd 
to be unsinkable. Yet, on Apri l 14, 1912, she struck an 
iceberg in the North Atlantic and due t<i' a s.hor1f!ge of 
lifeboats, sank into the cold depths · .of .tfle . Noith 
Atlan~~ with over half of her passengers. . · • 
Director James Cameron (The Terminator, Aliens) 
attempts to tell the Titanic's tragic tale by focusing not 
on the ship and its distant facts. Instead, he chooseS"to 
use the Titanic as a floating microcosm for the story's 
most fiagic and forgotten element, its passengers. By 
doing 'so, he uses the Titanic as an example for many 
of mankind's problems, ranging from arrogance 
towards nature to the class struggle within its own cui- · 
lure. 
Cap~eron doesn't just settle on the Titanic's actual 
historical characters to make his version a great and 
compelling film. He gives his audience a fictional love 
story that, when set against the events of the Titanic, 
happeps to be one of the most honest depictions ever 
caught on film of what true love really means. 
This fictional love affair, between third-class pas· 
senger Jack Dawson (Leonardo DiCaprio) and fi rst· 
class socialite Rose DeWitt Bukater (Kate Winslet), is 
where the audience ultimately finds the heart of 
' 'Titanic." 
Jack is a poor, American artist who is returning 
from Paris and has just won his 
ticket home in a last minute poker 
game. He and his best friend are 
soon on their way to the third-class 
portion of the ship where they find 
cramped quarters and an uncaring 
crew. Their spirits are high howev-
.er, for they are on a trip to a new 
and exciting life in America. 
This is contrasted by Rose who, 
although she is traveling in the best 
of conditions, considers the voyage 
to be a trip to a hell ish existence. 
She has just been forced into 
becoming the fiance of dominating 
millionare Cal Huckley (Billy 
Zane) by her uncaring mother 
(played by Frances Fisher.) 
Above: Jack Dawson (Leonardo 
DiCaprio) and Rose DeWitt Bukater 
(Kate Winslet) find each other on the 
ill-fated maiden voyage of the Titanic. 
Left: Leonardo Di Caprio stars as 
J ack Dawson, a poor, free-spir ited 
American who wins a ticket home on 
the Titanic. 
Right: Kate Winslet stars as Rose 
DeWitt Bukater, an upper-class 
young woma n who is tra pped 
between doing what she wants and 
what is expected of her. 
Below: Jack leads Rose through the 
Titanic's flooded first class reception 
area in an a ttempt to escape the 
tragedy surrounding them. 
Photos by Merie W. Wallace 
is the amount Cameron actually spent to make this 
fi lm. It cost well over $200 million and is being 
released by two major Hollywood Studios. (This 
is an rare· practice that helped to spread out some 
of the film's huge cost.) For everything negative 
that has been said about that cost I say the money 
was well spent. "Titanic"contains some of the 
most impressively detailed sets, costumes and 
special effects ever to make their way onto a 
movie screen. 
As · interesting as Cameron has scripted his 
characters you can't help but lose yourself a little 
in the elaborate detail that surrounds them. From a 
completely accurate wood-paneled ballroom to 
the ships mass ive engine room, Cameron 
researched for years so that his sets would be not 
only believable, but functional. This was neces-
sary for the many takes of the required flooding 
needed for the fi lms final, climatic scenes. 
Those final scenes come over halfway through 
the fi lm as Titanic meets her fateful 'iceberg. As 
the first-class passengers play with the chunks of 
ice, they fail to comprehend the extent of the col-
lision. The crew realizes though and when they go 
through the ship warning passengers to put on 
their li fe jackets, we as the audience begin to feel 
it too. Cameron then begins using the erratic light· 
ing and quick cuts his action films arc known and 
loved for. 
Soon the frantic third-class passengers are noti-
fied but, in a tragedy within a tragedy, they are 
locked in the rear of the ship to prevent them from 
reaching the lifeboats before the pas-
do. As the 
politics while wa111ng for the 
lifeboats to be prepared, the third-
class begin to riot in order to 
escape. They eventually do break 
through and a scramble for the 
lifeboats begins, ending in bribery 
and gunfire. 
I could try to describe the final 
momeniS of the ship but the only 
justice would be to see it. As the 
unfortunate passengers who could-
n't make it into a lifeboat float for 
some sort of rescue the story 
comes full circle and makes you 
realize that the real tragedy of the 
Titanic was not the losing of a ship, 
but the massive loss of life due to 
greed and negligence. 
After viewing a considerable 
number of fi lms this year I can 
only say that "Titanic" was the 
most impressive I have seen on all 
levels. While many other fi lms had 
great stories, characters and/or 
special effects, no other film 
blended them in such an awe-
inspiring and impressive way. 
With all of the personal stories 
and characters Cameron has devel-
oped in his film, it would seem 
easy for him to lose the power of 
Jack and Rose's story. He prevails 
though by somehow interweaving 
Jack and Kate with each of the main characters. This could have easily had a very forced 
feel to it, but Cameron manages to effortlessly juggle the meetings in a well structured 
and belivable way. 
Another inescapable aspect of the film that has gotten a lot of attention in the media 
James Cameron desrves the many accolades he is receiving and then some. He had 
a vision, stuck to it and for that you must admire the strength of his convictions. For it 
took a long time for him to bring "Titanic" to the screen and it' ll probably take even 
longer for something as good to come along again. 
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Sara Wllllngbam 
Sp<>rb Columnist 
So there I was, on a Saturday afternoon (I think), nursing a glass 
of wine at my parents house. My hangover was getting the best of 
me. It was one of the Saturdays of our Christmas ~ak ... or maybe 
it was a Sunday... Oh who cares what day it was, let's just say it 
was one of the BEST FOOTBALL DAYS OF THE YEAR' I am 
telling you, as the NFL playoffs arc whittled. down to !he 
Conference Championships, we've been blessed With some damn 
fine football folks! 
So anyways, !here I was lying on !he couch like a beached-in 
whale. I had been sleeping for hours, and snoozed nght through the 
first three quarters of the Pittsburgh-New England game. ~Damn!" 
I said aloud as I popped-up to a sitting position. " I've pretty much 
missed the entire game!" 
Then I saw the score. 
"SIX TO SEVEN?? THAT COULDN'T POSSIBLY BE 
RIGHT!" 
We're talking Kordcll up against Drew! Cowher verslliJ Carroll! 
It's the stinkin' east coast facing the east coast, the air reeks of 
rivalry, and you mean to tell me !hat after THREE quarters of play 
it's only SIX TO SEVEN? That's ludicrous. 
So after tilting myself a stiffy (cocktail. !hat is), I plopped back 
down on !he couch, and waited for someone ... ANYONE . .. to get 
within field goal range. And !hen it happened. Something not 
unusual for NFL playoff games. The whole damn game happened 
in the last five minutes of regulation. Let's reflect back ... 
It s third and goal. The Steelers haw1 the ball 011 the Patriots · 
eight or nine yatrl line. Kardell Stewart hand.~-it-off to Jerome 
Bettis. and ''The Bus "drives hard and gets it to the one or two yard 
line. Bill Cowher gives the nod. On fourth and one, rather than 
leave it up to his defense, he decides to go for the touchdown. You 
see. if Pittsburgh score.~ a field goal. that makes it 10-6. Steeler.f, 
and all Bled1oe would have to do is score a single touchdown to 
win the game. B UTI If Pittsburgh scores seven points, then they go 
ap by eight, which mlU111S that the Patriot.f would have to .!core at 
least a touchdown IUid a two-point conversion to simply tie-up the 
game and send it in to OT. And. if worse comes to worse, and 
Pittsburgh gives-up the ball on downs. then New Engumd will have 
to drive .~tarting on their own one yard line. So Cowher thinks to 
himself. "piece of cake. lets go for seven." Well, It was a good 
though. Bill, but you probably should have sent Bettis up the mid-
dle inuead af L 'if QB Knrde/1 hecaure the Patriots ' defense stopped 
him cold just short of the goa/line. OhMan! Now it :r "worse comes 
to worse, " and New England has plenty of time on the clock to 
move down field and win. 
Good thing they've got crappy field position! 
Well no sooner do I suck down the last sip of my d.rink, that Drew 
Bledsoe has his team 011 the go. They 're drivin 'like Mack Tntcks. 
Picki11g-up first downs here, and ru11ning it out of bounds there. 
They 're doing everything exactly right. It was at thts pomt that I 
just knew that the Steelers were living their final moments of the 
'97- '98 season. What a shame. And then, with just under three min-
utes to play. the ultimate deciding factor occurs: 
''Bledsoe drops back. .. he's looking for his man ... he's chased out 
of the pocket ... THE BALL COMES LOOSE ... IT'S A FUM-
BLE .. .AND GILDON FALLS ON THE BALL!!! OH MY GOD, 
PITTSBURGH GETS THE BALL BACK AS #92, JASON 
GILDON, RECOVERS THE FUMBLE! THE STEELERS ARE 
GOING 1'0 WIN THIS GAME AFTER ALLIII" 
Whew! Although that wasn 't the exact quote from Pittsburgh 's 
play-by-play man, Bill Hill grove, 1 get goose bumps just imagining 
!he excitement during !hat final play. Wow, I was drained. At first, 
it was like there was no game at all. Then, it was Pittsburgh's game, 
then New England's, and finally, !he Steelers snatched-up !he vic-
tory to move on to !he AFC Championship game against the 
Denver Broncos. 
Well, by ihe time this article is published on Monday, the 
Conference Championships will already have beeti det~ined, and 
we' ll ·be left with two Super Bowl contenders. So I'll make my bold 
predictions, and pray for a mim:lc. I'll go with Pittsburgh over 
Denver (I've got thts crazy KordeiVCowher thing). And for the 
NFC? OK. bere it goes. J predict that the 49ers will beat the hell out 
the Pack. .. or shall J say, I hop~ that Sao Fran himiUiates Green 
Bay on Sunday. It's gonna ~Packer coach Mike'HI)Imgte!l, facing 
his fanner co-worker, 49er o:Oach,'Steve Mari~cirlt'll· be a h'ug~ 
game, but it will be on Sao Franeisco's turf. So, 1:n stick to my 
Brett-bashing, and pray for a BIG Green Bay loss. '· · . "' / · .· 
I hope you all have enjoyed yoar holidays, and most important-
ly, I bope you 've enjoyed the National Football League. We've. 
been spoiled in recent weeks after another brutal Bears' season.widr 
college bowls and NFL playoffs. .., . 
Speaking of playoffs ... when do the Stanley . Cup ·Playoffs 
begin??17 (tune-in neJCt week for an in- depth look at the "back-on· 
!rack~ Hawks), Peace! · · 
E-mail us about our sports page. 
chron96({~intcracccss.com 
Cracks Appearing In bowls; Attendance 
Lags For Non-national Championship Games 
By Dave Caldwell 
The Dallas Morning News 
Knight-RidderfTribune News Service 
Mike Baggett, chainnao of !he Cotton Bowl 
Athletic Association, might have come up with the 
best reason why fans stayed away from !he bowl in 
Dallas: 
DALLAs-Today's student-athletes are smart. "UCLA didn't bring as many fans as a lem1 in 
They are also honest. They can spot a trend when their position usually does," Baggett said. 
they see one. and they are not bashful about point- "Distance of travel bas to be considered as a fector 
ing it out. for the Bruins. The Aggies ' fans are disappointed 
Daryl Bush is a linebacker for Florida State. because of what happened against Nebraska a 
Before the Seminoles played Ohio State in the blowout in !he Big 12 title game. That definitely 
Nokia Sugar Bowl. Bush was asked about panici- had something to do with it." 
paling in a game that had vinually no bearing on In other words: The match up had no bearing on 
the national championship-and, as a result, was the national championship and did not include 
not a sellout. teams that were either from !he area or power-
" It shows a lot when college football gets to a houses. So fans felt less of a need to make !he trip. 
point that if you're not playing for the national UCLA estimates it will lose about $200,000 
championship. fans don 't go to the game." Bush because it was unable to get rid of all 12,000 tick-
said. ets it promised to buy. About 2,500 went to area 
Bush was right. Thursday night's game, played Boy Scouts, a nice gesture, but not one UCLA was 
after Michigan's Rose Bowl victory, was played thrilled to make. 
before an announced crowd of 67,289 at the Moreover, the bowls this year were not very 
Superdome, or 9.500 below capacity. competitive. The Rose and Cotton bowls had 
ABC's telecast of the game showed rows upon memorable finishes, but name another bowl with a 
rows of empty seats in the second half. One ticket great ending. Maybe the first-year Ford Motor City 
scalper, hoping not to get scalped himself, was Bowl, won by Mississippi over Marshall, 34-3 I. 
reponed to be offering two $75 tickets to the Sugar In the Division 1-A bowls, only one underdog, 
Bowl for $50 total an hour before the game. won--Arizona State beat Iowa in the Sun Bowl. 
The Cotton Bowl. played before the third- (Five underdogs won last year.) Only six favorites 
smallest crowd in 50 years. is not the only bowl failed to win by more than the bookies' point 
that failed to sell out. Of the 20 bowls involving spreads. Eleven bowls, or more than half, we~e 
Division 1-A teams. only three technically drew decided by 14 points or more. Last year, only Silt 
capacity crowds: the Independence, Citrus and of 18 bowls were that lopsided. 
Rose bowls. Only three of I 8 bowls drew capacity Only nine bowls this year featured two teams 
crowds last year: the Cotton. Rose and Sugar. ranked in the top 25; there were 13 games with one 
In fact , the most notable attendance statistic team that had at least four losses. Possibly as a 
from the bowls was not the tota l crowd of result, only six bowls drew more than 90 percent 
I .083.244 for the 20 games . but the fact that of capacity thi s year. And the Cotton Bowl was 
there were at least 227.03 1 empty seats. actually one of the better bowls at getting rid of 
America 's never- tickets. 
ending search for No. The Cotton Bowl 
I might be to blame. was played to nearly 
The shared national 87 percent of capacity. 
c h a m p i o n s h i p The Carquest Bowl in 
between Michigan Miami between West 
and Nebraska already Virginia and Georgia 
has rekindled discus- Tech on Dec. 29 drew 
sion about a national only 28,262, only a lit-
Diviston 1-A football tie more than one-third 
playoff. But the col- of capacity. 
lege footbal I dec os10n Locking some con-
makers say playoffs ferences into commit-
can't ex is t without ments seems to have 
bowls. and untt l a backfired. The Big 
playoff system is put L-------------------' East Conference bare-
into place. the bowls ly filled its four slots, 
arc the only way to determine a champion. Or and its top representative, then-No. 14 Syracuse, 
champions. was the lowest-rated team in an Alliance bowl. Big 
The bowls often like to ponray themselves as East representatives Syracuse, Virginia Tech, West 
cheri shed. irreplaceable. must-see pieces of foot- Virginia and Pittsburgh lost their bowls by a com-
ball folklore. But even if every person who had a bined score of 153-58. 
ticket used it. one o f every six scats for the bowl As Bush said, if nothing is at stake, fans do not 
games was empty. fill the seats. When the Rose Bowl joins the 
The Bowl Alliance was supposed to be one of Alliance next year, a No. 1-vs.-No. 2 game will be 
the greatest innovations to hit college footba ll vinually guaranteed for the Fiesta Bowl on Jan. 4, 
since the T-formation, stoking bigger crowds wtth 1999. 
games that meant more. Despite one of the most As Fiesta Bowl chairman John Junker said, 
memorable seasons in college football history. five "The Alliance was put together in an attempt to 
bowls saw declines this year in attendance figures. possibly match up the No. 1-vs.-No. 2 teams in the 
which include tickets bought, not necessarily tick- bowls." 
cts used. But where will that leave the bowls that don~ 
Network officials said their overnight television have a No. 1-vs.-No. 2 match up? Scrambling for 
ratings from games played on New Year 's Day fans, most likely. 
showed a modest increase in viewers over a year Without the prospect of a college football play-
ago, including the Cotton Bowl. But actual atten- off for at least another five years, their best remain-
dance at bowls seems to have flattened out, espe- ing selling point, tradition, is slowly getting 
cially at the games where the stakes are not so big. stripped away. 
The five oldest bowls, the Rose, Orange, Sugar, Remember when the Southwest Conference 
Cotton and Sun, actually drew fewer combined champion played in the Cotton Bowl? Not only is 
fans in the 1997-98 season than the 1987-88 sea- there no SWC, but the SWC's successor, !he Big 
son, the 1977-78 season and the 1967-68 season. 12, had its champion playing in !he Orange Bowl 
The race for No. I might be driving fans away on Friday. Even the prospect of "soft anchors," in 
from paying premium prices to go to bowls that do which conference champions will play in nearby 
not have a stake in determining No. I . New Year 's bowl games, won't guarantee !hem playing there if 
Day used to be the crossword puzzle, with each they were ranked No. I or 2. 
game came a new clue to fill in the grid that deter- Consider the healthiest bowl of all, the so-
mined the national champion. called "Granddaddy of Them All." With the Big 
With the advent of the Bowl Alliance, the cross- Ten and Pac-10 joining the Alliance next year, the 
word puzzle is only one or two clues. The Rose Bowl might not feature the champions of 
Alliance 's three designated "national champi- these conferences for !he first time since 1945. 
onship" games, in fact, have been blowouts. "That's going to be a sad day when I sec that 
The bowls that guaranteed themselves large Big Ten and Pac- 10 teams aren't in that game," 
draws !his year also happened ' to be bowls !hat Michigan coach Lloyd Carr said last week. 
looked for teams in the general vicinity. "I 'm a traditionalist," Washington State coach 
The Poulan-Weed Eater Independence Bowl in Mike Price said with a weak smile. "I think there's 
Shreveport, La., came up with a match up that pit- going to be a playoff, eventually." 
ted nearby LSU and bowl favorite Notre Dame, But not yet. Don't hold your breath. 
and, even though the game was a rematch of a "What we play football for is !he regular sea-
game played in November, the Independence Bowl son," Roy Kramer, the commissione~ of the ~EC 
drew a capacity crowd of 50,459, more !han and the coordinator of the Bowl Alhaoce, satd a 
I 0,000 than it did last year. month ago. 
Although it was played on Friday afternoon in And what the bowl season is around for is to 
Atlanta, !he Chick-Fil-A Peach Bowl came within sell tickets, not to determine the best match ups. 
36 fans of a sellout crowd because two teams with- Except for one thing: Fans are as smart as Daryl 
in driving distance, Auburn of the Southeastern Bush. They won' t buy tickets unless !he match ups 
Conference and Clemson of the Atlantic Coast mean something. 
Conference, played in it. 
